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Chapter 2: The Historical Legacy –Themes and Issues
Tim Beal
China has always been visible on the economic landscape of modern New Zealand, sometime
quite prominently and at other times scarcely noticeable. Even when trade between the two
countries was very small, suppressed by war or the post-1949 embargo, the potential was
always there even if only recognized by a few visionaries such as Rewi Alley or Vic Percival.
Moreover, the movement of people – Chinese gold diggers to New Zealand and later New
Zealanders, often missionaries, to China – meant that there was always some awareness of
China in New Zealand. On top of this, New Zealand as a product and part of Western
expansion and imperialism, could scarcely be unaffected by the wider issues surrounding
China.
Two major interlocked themes become apparent as the historical narrative unfolds. Firstly,
there has always been a tension between the Janus-like perception of China as Golden Fleece
and as Yellow Peril, and this continues today. Secondly, partly a reflection of this, but with
imperatives of its own, is the interplay between politics and economics. Politics may be on
the grand scale, imperial policy emanating from London or Washington, or national; driven
by concerns in Wellington or Beijing. On the other hand they may be very local – alarm
about house prices in Auckland being perceived to being driven up by Chinese immigration –
but politics provides a constant counterpoint to economic forces.1 ‘Economic’ may be
considered to have many facets, from the technological – production, transportation, storage,
communication, etc. – through to the social, such as changing tastes and demands.

Modern New Zealand is usually dated from European settlement but, in fact, trade with China
actually preceded any substantial settlement. New Zealand’s trade with China dates back to
1792 with a consignment of sealskins. Elder and Green note that 'the forerunner of a trade
that established sealskins as New Zealand’s first export commodity, and China as its premier
market'.2 The Qing elite had an insatiable demand for fur, and exports of pelts had been
Russia’s major export to China and a key driver of Russia’s expansion across Eurasia. The
Americans were particularly active in this trade, hunting seals from the South Atlantic to the
South Pacific and then selling the skins in Guangzhou where they fetched ten times the price
obtaining in New York. 3New Zealand’s participation in this lucrative market soon depleted
the seal population and although ‘sustainability’ is a current buzzword, in the 18th century
little thought was given to that, nor of course was there any mechanism to ensure that
harvesting was kept to a replaceable level. This was to be a mistake to be repeated in the
future and arguably climate change is a wider expression of this problem. There is a further
quirk to this particular story which again has wider implications. China is now the major
producer of fur, having overtaken Russia, and in 2013 supplied 65% of Russia’s imports of
fur.4
That the China trade figured so prominently in the early days is not surprising since the
European expansion, of which sealers, whalers, and subsequently settlers to New Zealand
was a part, was to a substantial degree driven by the lure of the China market. China had been
a Golden Fleece since Marco Polo’s widely distributed account of Yuan China had excited
European imagination. It was fabled Cathay that Columbus was seeking on his epic voyage
and, significantly, he took a copy of Polo’s Description of the World with him.5 It may well
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be that Marco Polo did not himself go to China and that he, and his ghost writer Rusticelio,
stitched together the description from the stories of others, but that is of little consequence.6
As so often, it is perception rather than whatever reality might be that is motivating people,
whether they be explorers or businesspeople; this is another theme that will become apparent.
There had been sporadic contact between China and Europe, specifically the Roman Empire,
along the Silk Road since the beginning of the Christian era, a trade and intellectual
connection across Eurasia which has been given renewed currency recently with Xi Jinping’s
grand strategy of ‘Road and Belt’.7
Whatever the previous contacts, it was Marco Polo’s Description that molded European
perceptions of an economy far larger and more prosperous than their own:
I assure you that this river runs for such a distance and through so many regions and there are so many
cities on its banks that truth to tell, in the amount of shipping it carries and the total volume and value of
its traffic, it exceeds all the rivers of the Christians put together and their seas into the bargain.8

There was an element of hyperbole here, but this was an era in which belief of islands with
amazons and men with the heads of dogs was prevalent.9 However there was a fundamental
truth at the foundation; China was richer and more advanced than Europe.10 Moreover,
Iberian merchants trading with Asia were making profits of 40 per cent and into the 19th
century the European nabob returning from the East with untold riches was a staple of
European literature.11 Here, as elsewhere in human affairs, perception is more important than
reality, or at least motivates people, and the myth of the China market was very potent. That
forms another theme along with its ancillary; perception often changes slower than the
reality. China was slipping behind Europe from about the 16th century on, but the reputation
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lingered on; on the other hand the outside world was slow to recognize the resurgence of
China, of the Chinese economy and the potential for trade, from roughly 1949 onwards. 12
It was not all about China of course. There was Japan (which Columbus thought he had found
with Cuba), India, and the East Indies (contemporary Indonesia) but China was generally preeminent. This brings in another theme, which did not become important until the 19th century
but has had a profound impact since then. For the United States, of all parts of the world,
outside Europe from which it had emanated, China occupied the pinnacle. It was a
component and destination of the Manifest Destiny which drove the republic across the
continent to the shores of the Pacific and beyond.13 Thomas J McCormick argues:

Like the frontier, the course of commercialism was often westward. Indeed, of all the world’s mercantile
lures, none was more long-lived, more persistent, or more mesmeric than the fabled Far Eastern markets;
of all the expansionist developments, none more epic and fateful than the conversion of the Pacific basin
into an American lake. …
Finally, in the 1890’s, this trans-Pacific commercialism reached a climacteric marked more by a startling
acceleration than by any change in form – a quickening that catapulted America to “great power” status in
the western Pacific. That is: under the stimulus of a narrowing marketplace at home and the widening
market opportunity of an awakening China, America’s leadership made a conscious, purposeful,
integrated effort to solve the economic-social crisis at home by promoting the national interest abroad; by
securing, at long last, the southern flank of the north Pacific basin [occupation of the Philippines]; by
using America’s most potent weapon, economic supremacy, to being the open door conquest of the China
market; by employing the traditional tactics of realpolitik to safeguard that economic stake. 14

All this led to China occupying a special place in the American consciousness, which
continues to today. The United States developed a paternalistic, even proprietorial, attitude
towards China, due in quite a large part to the missionary effort.15 As a result when, in 1949,
the Communists defeated the Nationalists, to whom the US had given considerable support,
there was a widespread feeling that China had been ‘lost’, and the question “Who lost
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China?” became one of the heated issues of the McCarthy period.16 This led to two decades
of frozen economic and political interaction – the American China scholar John King
Fairbank remarked that during that period Washington had sent more men to the moon than
to Beijing.17 This subsequently segued into a debate, still running, on whether there was a
‘lost chance’ in US-PRC relations.18 Of most relevance here is the embargo the United States
imposed on trade with China. Embargos, or sanctions more generally, are a favorite tool of
US policy, so much so that the leading American expert on the subject, Gary Hufbauer, once
wrote an article for the Washington Post entitled ‘Sanctions-Happy USA’ pointing out that
‘no country in the world has employed sanctions as often as the United States has.’19 It is not
difficult to see why. They produce no American casualties, no embarrassing collateral
damage (wedding parties bombed by mistake) and since the US economy is larger, usually
far larger, than of any target country, the perceived economic damage is slight. Thus it was
with China.20 In this case ‘perceived’ is an apposite word. It is clear that the embargo
imposed severe costs on China, as was intended not merely hampering economic growth but
propelling China into unwise desperate measures- ‘According to Zhang [Shu Guang21], the
calamity of the Great Leap Forward and the human suffering experienced in the great threeyear famine in China were at least in part caused by the economic sanctions imposed by the
United States’.22 However, and this appears not to have been noticed, the lost opportunity to
American business, and that of its allies (including New Zealand), was huge. Looking back
from the vantage point of today where China is such a major play in world trade, and has
been for years, it seems clear that the opportunity lost was huge, though precise quantification
is probably not possible, and appears not to have been attempted. New Zealand has
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traditionally been seen as an economy exhibiting openness and high levels of trade but that
assessment cannot take into account the question of whether trade potential was foregone, not
through protectionist regulation, but by eschewing opportunity.23 Figure 1 plots China’s share
of total merchandise trade from 1950 through to 2014; detailed figures are given in Table A1
in the Statistical Appendix.24
Fig 1: China’s share of world merchandise trade 1950-2014
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Source: As Table A1
Writing in the early 1950s, the American economist W.W. Rostow (of Stages of Economic
Growth fame25) gives an interesting appraisal of the situation at that time:
In aggregate terms, foreign trade has never been of major importance for the Chinese economy. Thus, in
1936, for example, per capita imports and exports, including Manchuria, were smaller than in any other
country. Moreover, probably at no time did total trade exceed 10 per cent of national product. At the same
time, however, foreign trade played a major role in bringing the closed traditional economy of China
within the purview of the world economy, thereby providing the impetus for the rise of a small modern
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industry. Broadly speaking, China’s imports and exports evolve along lines typical of a generally
underdeveloped and slowly growing economy…..
China traditionally maintained very close economic relations with Great Britain, the United States,
Germany, and Japan…. This pattern has been radically altered since the Communist capture of the
mainland. Western enterprise and economic influences have been gradually pushed out while intimate ties
have been established with the Soviet Union and the Communist bloc as a whole. One the one hand, this
process was accelerated by Free World trade controls which compelled mainland China to divert an
increasing share of its trade to the Communist bloc. ….The impact of western trade control apparently
began to be fully felt only in the second half of 1951….Foreign trade recovered so rapidly from its
abnormally low 1950 level that by 1951 it had more or less attained its prewar peak
level……..[emphasis added]26

The strong growth in foreign trade continued to the end of the decade and was accompanied
by a transformation of the direction of trade, with trade with the West falling away and the
great increase being directed towards the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and North Korea27.
This growth was brought to a fairly abrupt end by the Sino-Soviet split and the aftermath of
the Great Leap Forward. With trade to the US cut off by the embargo, and that with the West
generally much hindered by American pressure, foreign trade languished until 1973 (six
years’ before Deng Xiaoping’s Opening Up) when it resumed substantial growth. However,
China did not regain the 2.5% of world trade in held in 1959 until 1993, 14 years after
Opening Up. China’s share has been climbing steadily since then and in 2014 it accounted for
12.4% of world exports, 10.3% of imports and 11.3% of total world trade.28 In 2013 it was
first in exports and second in imports, while the United States was the other way round, being
second in exports and first in imports.29 Whilst the policies of China and the Soviet Union
played a role it is apparent that the main responsibility for the ‘lost opportunity’ lies mainly
with the United States hostility to the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, and
specifically its trade embargo.
All this would have been very bemusing the to China traders back in the 18th century when
the big obstacle was China’s lack of interest in foreign trade, or more specifically the
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products that in general had to offer. This was an issue which went back to the early trade
with the Roman empire, when the Chinese would only accept silver (their currency was based
on silver rather than gold) in exchange for the silk so highly prized by Roman matrons; what
was called ‘the specie drain’.30 The oft quoted rejection of the trade mission of Lord
Macartney, the emissary of King George III of England by the Qianlong emperor in 1793
exemplifies the Chinese attitude:
The Celestial Court has pacified and possessed the territory within the four seas. Its sole aim is to do its
utmost to achieve good government and to manage political affairs, attaching no value to strange jewels
and precious objects. The various articles presented by you, O King, this time are accepted by my special
order to the office in charge of such functions in consideration of the offerings having come from a long
distance with sincere good wishes. As a matter of fact, the virtue and prestige of the Celestial Dynasty
having spread far and wide, the kings of the myriad nations come by land and by sea with all sorts of
precious things. Consequently there is nothing we lack, as your principal envoy and others have
themselves observed. We have never set much store on strange or ingenious objects, nor do we need any
more of your country’s manufactures.31

In many ways the Qianlong emperor was correct; there seemed to be nothing that China
lacked and the strange and ingenious objects which the foreigners offered to export were not
obviously desirable. Yet, of course, the emperor was profoundly mistaken. Macartney
himself symbolized the gap between Chinese perception and the new reality. It was
Macartney that coined the phrase about the sun never setting on the British empire and it was
from the jewel of that empire, India, that the British found the products that Chinese
consumers would embrace – cotton and opium. The Chinese government attempted to stop
the import of opium and that led to the Opium War, the establishment of Hong Kong and the
various encroachments on Chinese sovereignty that came to some sort of and in 1949. It
would be a mistake to put too much emphasis on the opium trade itself, pernicious though it
might have been. The many-faceted industrial revolution was to generate an avalanche of
new products, ranging from the desirable to the necessary, and nothing could stand in its path.
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China, as other countries, had to learn to cope with this new environment. With hindsight we
might conclude that ultimately no country has been more successful in meeting that
challenge; it is the world’s leading exporter. However that assessment would be too sanguine;
in terms of per capita productivity, value-chain status, regulatory framework, and innovation
China still faces many issues and the race is not yet over, nor will it ever be. Nevertheless
China’s problems bring opportunities, not least for New Zealand business. Identifying those
problems and seeking solutions that will provide sustainable business opportunity - solutions
that are frequently and increasingly services rather than physical products -is yet another
theme.32
The China trade and the European settlement of New Zealand
The New Zealand sealers had fortuitously set upon a product which found a ready market in
China. The first consignment landed in Guangzhou [Canton] in 1792, one year before the
Macartney mission. Again it was essentially a colonial product, although New Zealand would
not become part of the empire until 1840, a half century later, with the Treaty of Waitangi.
However, the China trade was a potent reason for colonization, all the more so because it was
suspected that the Americans had somewhat the same thing in mind. John Thomas Bigge, a
royal commissioner in the colony of New South Wales reported to the British Secretary of
State, Lord Bathurst, in 1823 following a visit to the Bay of Islands then the main area of
European settlement in New Zealand suggested that:
…it might be deemed expedient to give encouragement to the colonization of New Zealand. Whenever
the China market shall become accessible to English vessels, the value of New Zealand, as a place of
deposit for the produce of the whale seal fisheries, cannot fail to attract [settlers] to its harbours. The
Americans, who are freely admitted to the China market, are already sensible of the advantages to be
derived from an intercourse with the New Zealanders [i.e. Māori], and will succeed in establishing it,
notwithstanding the partiality and preference that the natives entertain for the subjects of Great Britain…33
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The constraint on access to the China market to which Commissioner Bigge refers, was that
by the East India Company wanting to keep its monopoly on British trade with China.34 In
fact, it appears that most New Zealand sealskins that were exported to China were carried by
American merchants.35
European expansion was to a significant degree driven by the myth of the China market and
within that broader historical sweep the British colonization of New Zealand owed a lot to the
practical considerations of the reality of the China trade, and the desire to keep competitors at
bay. In commercial terms this was a one-way process. China did not prohibit trade, although
it did keep the foreigners in Guangzhou, as far away from the capital as feasible. However, it
did not actively seek trade in the way that the Europeans did. This was not to say that there
was no interest in the West and the outside world in general or that the Chinese were
particularly xenophobic.36 On the contrary, over the millennia China had a lot of intellectual
intercourse with foreigners as evidenced, if by nothing else, by the spread of Buddhism, and
to a far lesser extent, Islam. Moreover Jesuits, of which Matteo Ricci was the most famous,
had been valued, even to having access to the emperor, because of their knowledge,
particularly of astronomy, geography, map making and the manufacture of cannon. 37 Indeed,
it was Jesuit, the Flemish Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-88) who first introduced the knowledge
of New Zealand, and Australia, to the Chinese; or rather he produced a map which
incorporated these places just recently discovered by the Dutch although not a discovery to
the people who lived there).38 New Zealand was translated/transliterated into Chinese as Xin
Selandiya from the Latinized version of the Dutch name – Zeelandia Nova; the Xin being the
Chinese word for ‘new’ and the rest of the name being rendered phonetically. 39 However,
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being on the map is one thing, but being a place of interest for trade or any other reason, is
another matter. The Dutch had shown no interest in these southern lands, which must have
seemed very unappealing after the lushness of the East India, and no doubt this impression
was conveyed to the Chinese. So here is another theme, that of asymmetry. China was large
in terms of land and population, rich in terms of produce such as silk, rice, and tea, and
possessing a long recorded history. It was known, however imperfectly, through much of the
world and was much sought after. The contrast with New Zealand was marked. Even the
sealskins which made their way, briefly, to the China market were from the sea around New
Zealand rather than the land itself. The configuration of asymmetry would change over the
years but it remains a salient characteristic of the China-New Zealand relationship today.
However, asymmetry also has implications of complementarity and it is complementarity
which lays a firm foundation for trade. Countries do not have to be complementary to engage
in trade – both England and Portugal in David Ricardo’s famous exposition of comparative
advantage produced cloth and wine – but having very different, yet mutually attractive,
endowments greatly strengthens the case for trade.
People –evangelists, traders, sojourners and citizens
People, either as individuals or as groups, play a complex role in the bilateral economic
relationship. Sometimes that is indirect and diffuse, and the relevance not immediately
apparent. In particular knowledge that was the byproduct of other activities had a life of its
own that continued long after the original action. But equally, the implementation of the
original purpose established a precedent which also had a continued existence. The Jesuit
missionaries, such as Matteo Ricci and Ferdinand Verbiest, disseminated knowledge in both
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directions, about China to the rest of the world, and about the world, or what they considered
the important part of it, to China. The latter was, of course, the main reason for them going to
China. They were, after all evangelists, and if they were valued in China for their secular
knowledge, their purpose was conversion.40 The missionary enterprise in China had a
profound impact in various ways. Christianity inspired the leaders of the Taiping rebellion,
the suppression of which devastated China in the mid-19th century, and was one of the
reasons for the emigration of Chinese from Guangdong to, amongst other places, New
Zealand. Missionaries won converts but also fueled anti-foreign movements, such as the
Boxers, though how much of this was due to their association with imperialism is uncertain.
Much of what the outside world knew about China was refracted through missionary eyes.
New Zealanders participated in this enterprise, most notably Kathleen Hall (1896-1970), a
missionary nurse who was active in rural China during the 1930s. During that period she
cooperated with Norman Bethune, the Canadian doctor working with the Communist 8th
Route Army, who was commemorated by Mao Zedong in a famous essay ‘In Memory of
Norman Bethune’, by smuggling medical supplies through Japanese lines. In her retirement
in New Zealand she was one of the founders of the New Zealand China Society, the
forerunner of the New Zealand China Friendship Society, discussed below.41 Not well known
in New Zealand, her status in China was reflected in 1996 when the China People's
Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries published a collection of short biographies
of 362 foreign "friends of China" which included three New Zealanders – Hall, Rewi Alley
and the trader Vic Percival.42 There were other missionaries, including Alexander Don (18571934) whose function was not to go to China but to proselytize the Chinese gold-miners in
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Otago. He was unsuccessful in converting the Chinese but he became the main source of
information on that community.43
However, the most famous evangelist was not a missionary, nor even a Christian. Rewi Alley
is described in the Dictionary of New Zealand biography as a ‘farmer, teacher, social
reformer, peace activist, writer’.
44

He was also an evangelist for China, specifically ‘New China’. Pilloried by the New

Zealand establishment during the ‘years of lost opportunity’ he was later shamelessly
appropriated by the government as a symbol of the by now respectable and profitable
relationship with China and lionized in retrospect.
In the late 1930s he was active in establishing the Industrial Co-operatives (INDUSCO)
whose slogan, Gung Ho in the transliteration of the time, meaning ‘work together’ [gong he]
was ironically transmogrified in American usage to mean something rather different,
especially in its adoption by the US marines where it acquired meanings such as 'to move
aggressively,' and 'to bulldoze one's way'.45
Rewi Alley spent much of his time, especially his later years, in trying to explain the Chinese
revolution to the world, and so to New Zealand. In this he had not much success and his work
went largely unnoticed in his home country; but not completely. The attempts to denigrate
him and to harass him, for instance by withdrawing his passport, was a compliment of sorts.
Ironically, and cruelly, it was in China that he made his mark becoming probably the most
famous ‘foreign friend of China’ and by the 1980s, with the growth of the China market, he
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was being sort out by New Zealand officials ‘… who wanted to use him as the icon of New
Zealand-China economic relations. He now had a trade value.’46
Although Alley did not have much impact on New Zealand attitudes towards China, and does
not appear to have been interested in developing the economic relationship, he was
instrumental in establishing what became the New Zealand China Friendship Association
(NZCFS). The origins and objectives of the NZCFS were described by its historian, Alistair
Shaw:
The Society was born in 1952 of ‘the necessity for a sane policy towards the newly established People’s
Republic of China’. Its initial goal was for diplomatic recognition by New Zealand of the PRC and one of
its aims was ‘To clear the mists of ignorance and provide accurate information leading to mutual
understanding and mutual respect between our two peoples’.47

How much effect it had on New Zealand public opinion is uncertain. Probably very little but
the fact that the government was involved in a ‘dirty tricks’ campaign against Rewi Alley,
accusing him, inter alia, of pederasty, suggests there might have been some.48 As for
recognition, although the NZCFS may have done something to set the climate of opinion,
especially in the Labour Party, it was ultimately a matter of wider geopolitical forces.
New Zealand, like Australia, had been in a quandary over recognition with conflicting
messages from the two loci of imperial guidance.49 Washington was vehemently opposed but
London, concerned with the vulnerability of its colony of Hong Kong, had established
relations with the new Chinese government in January 1950 (that is five months before the
outbreak of the Korean War). Britain was no less hostile to the PRC than Washington,
evidenced for instance by its voting to keep the China seat in the United Nations Security
Council in the hands of the Nationalist rump government on Taiwan, rather than transferring
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it to Beijing, as well as its intervention in Korea, so diplomatic relations remained frosty. This
experience was conveyed to Canberra, and presumably Wellington.50
However, times changed and by the early 1970s the United States was on the cusp of a
dramatic volte face, the move by Kissinger and Nixon to ‘play the China card’ against the
Soviet Union by a rapprochement with Beijing which led, at the end of the decade to the
establishment of diplomatic relations (under Carter). It was inevitable that New Zealand (and
Australia) would follow suite but national politics in both countries played an important part
in the actual mechanics. In both countries the long-reigning conservative governments were
replaced by the opposition – the Labor Party in Australia under Gough Whitlam and the
Labour Party in New Zealand under Norman Kirk.51 One of Whitlam’s campaign issue was
repairing relations with China and he visited Beijing prior to the election in July 1971
(preceding Kissinger by a week) and one of the first acts on taking office in 1972 was to start
the process of diplomatic relations. The Australian example was important because there was
a considerable amount of trans-Tasman rivalry between the two sister parties on China as on
other issues; not so a race to see who could get to Beijing first, but on the New Zealand side a
desperate desire not to be upstaged by the more forthright Australians.52 The failure to
establish diplomatic relations prior to 1972 was of New Zealand’s doing and when overtures
were made, through the respective permanent representatives at the UN in New York, Beijing
agreed within a week.53
There is something rather bizarre and unreal in the narrative, as recounted by David McCraw,
of New Zealand’s long-running deliberations, from 1949 to 1972, whether to ‘recognize
China’.54 After all, the disparity in size between the two, one a small country, the other the
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largest in the world, made the question rather redundant. The reality was that the real
decisions were being taken elsewhere; mainly in Washington but also in Beijing itself, and in
London and Canberra. New Zealand seemed like a cork in a river, with little control over its
movements. That this was largely a matter of perception and fear – of offending the
Americans, of being left behind by the Australian, on being ‘soft on Communism’- did not
lessen the impotence. There was some talk of economic opportunities being lost; Warren
Freer, the Labour Party's spokesman on trade and industry did make the point at the party
conference in 1971 ‘that it was essential that New Zealand not continue to ignore her [China]
- both as a Pacific power and a nation with tremendous trading potential’.55 However there
was little sign of strategic insight, of a realization that the world in which New Zealand had
lived and thrived for over a century, was coming to a close.56 This was not only a matter of
the US-China rapprochement. In fact, for New Zealand, more momentous decisions were
being taken in London, not concerning China, but the European Community. McCraw notes,
citing Bryce Harland, New Zealand’s first ambassador to the PRC, that
Although the expansion of trade was a very important goal of New Zealand's foreign policy in the wake
of Britain's efforts to enter the European Community, it played little part in the establishment of official
relations with China. Not only was it not the main reason for Kirk's move, but it was hardly even a
secondary consideration at the time.57

In fact, Britain’s move to join the European Community (subsequently the European Union)
was to turn New Zealand’s external economic relations upside down. Britain moved quickly
from being the centerpiece, sometimes taking up to 90% of New Zealand exports, to a minor
market (Fig 2). Asia, which although it had at times an important position as a market had not
taken an appreciable share of exports in the past rapidly was transformed from being an
added extra in New Zealand’s export portfolio to a necessity.58 Although Japan had occupied
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the middle ground, as evidenced by the 1938 trade treaty and its prominence in the postwar
period though to the end of the 20th century, it was China that dominated the early period, and
ultimately the contemporary, and presumably the future, trade.
Fig 2: Asia and Britain in the direction of New Zealand exports 1859-1997
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It is difficult to quantify the effect on trade of the lack of diplomatic relations, and the
concomitant hostility of the New Zealand government towards the PRC. The diplomat Chris
Elder, and one time ambassador to China, claims that ‘Individual traders took advantage of
the government’s ‘hands-off’ attitude to begin business in a small way’, but this may be
putting a positive gloss on things.59 The government may not have prohibited trade from the
mid-1950s onwards, but it did not encourage it. Moreover the New Zealand government’s
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position must have affected the attitude of Chinese companies, then under state control, to do
business with New Zealand. The reported comment of a Chinese official to Ron Smith in the
1960s bears this out:
In China, trade is by the State and officers running it are cadres of the state. So naturally we consider
trade on the basis of the relations between the two countries. New Zealand has taken unfriendly actions
against China in the United Nations. The Chiang Kai Shek' Government' was granted Embassy status
in Wellington, Chinese officials had met Australian and Canadian officials but in New Zealand only
trading companies, at present there are obstacles and the key lies with the New Zealand Government.60

Shaw was visiting as part of a New Zealand Communist Party delegation and his interlocutor
would have stressed the political aspect. Traders such as Ron Howell and Vic Percival may
have got a rather more pragmatic and nuanced message. Howell has been described as a ‘a
left-leaning Auckland businessman’ and Vic Percival was at one time deputy chairman of the
Auckland division of the National Party.61 The way that Percival straddled the two political
cultures was illustrated by his remark, apropos the political statements he (and other pre1990s visitors to China) had to sit through: “I just listened politely and then ‘Let’s get on with
business.”62 The irony was that it was primarily the United States that inserted politics into
the economic relationship, and New Zealand, by following the US line on recognition, though
not on trade restrictions, was doing the same.
In short, it seems safe to say that trade would have grown much faster if the New Zealand
government had had normal relations with the PRC, and had actively promoted economic
links as it did with other countries.
The NZCFS does not seem to have positioned trade in its mission statement but it did much
to stimulate the economic relationship by promoting a friendly climate of opinion, more in
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China than in New Zealand. The Canterbury University economist Wolfgang Rosenberg was
one of the founder members and the trader Ron Howell was National President of the 196268 and 1974-1977.63 Ethnic Chinese were not a major force in the NZCFS especially during
the early period, with those Chinese New Zealanders who were supportive of the ‘New
China’ perhaps fearful of their vulnerability in an anti-Communist and still fairly racist
environment, but there were exceptions, such as Jim Wong, Jock Hoe, and the redoubtable
despite being diminutive Nancy Goddard (nee Kwok).64 However, Chinese New Zealanders
did have an important impact on the economic relationship, stretching back into the 19th
century
The Chinese gold diggers were an example of a case where there were consequences which
spread beyond the original purpose. They came in search of gold and those who stayed when
the gold ran out, becoming migrants rather than sojourners (despite the best efforts of the
government and much of the population to make them unwelcome) provided a market for
imports from China as well as identifying export opportunities:
For the first twenty years after the signing of the Waitangi Treaty, no significant growth in bilateral
trade was recorded. Apart from the haphazard trade in small quantities of greenstones and other
insignificant items, the only important item of import from China was Chinese tea to cater to the needs
of the increasing English settlers. It was not until the middle of the 1860s, with the influx of Chinese
immigrants into New Zealand, that a new era of New Zealand-China trade began. Firstly, the growing
Chinese population demanded a great variety of consumption goods from China (and Hong Kong) to
cater to their specific needs and tastes. These goods were often not otherwise available in New
Zealand. This provided the basis for the continuous imports from China. Secondly, the Chinese gold
miners, who constituted the majority of the Chinese population for more than two decades, contributed
to the growth of the gold industry, and gold exports of New Zealand. Thirdly, the Chinese settlers
helped identify trade opportunities which would otherwise remained unexplored and they created
exports which would otherwise not have been brought into existence. The export of fungus was a case
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in point.65

This quotation from William Tai Yuan gives a rather incomplete and too sanguine an
impression, leaving racist anti-Chinese sentiment out of the picture. Discounting Gavin
Menzies’ fanciful Ming explorers,66 the first Chinese settler was recorded arriving in 1842,
just two years after the Treaty of Waitangi. However, it was not until the gold rush of the
1860s that Chinese arrived in any substantial number, reaching a 19th century peak of 4,995
in 1881 (of which only 9 were women). After the gold ran out the numbers subsided though
many stayed on, many not having funds to go elsewhere, or back to China, and they often
established market gardens or greengrocers. It was not until the late 1950s or early 1960s that
the Chinese population exceed the 1881 level.67 There was a certain amount of immigration,
mainly of Chinese from Southeast Asia, Hong Kong, and Taiwan but the big surge, this time
increasingly of mainlanders did not occur until the liberalization of immigration laws in
1987.68
The treatment of Chinese in New Zealand was appalling. To be sure there were no pogroms
or riots, and only one racist murder, in 1905 when ‘anti-Chinese extremist Lionel Terry shot
dead an elderly, disabled ex-miner, Joe Kum Yung, at random in Haining Street [Wellington]
just to raise public awareness of what he saw as the Asiatic threat.’69 Many agreed with
Terry about the ‘Asiatic threat’ but few condoned the murder. He was declared insane and
incarcerated for the rest of his life; a politically convenient solution.70 The Chinese bore the
brunt of widespread racism and government discrimination. The history of the Chinese in
New Zealand (as elsewhere, most pertinently in Australia) is a mélange of racism,
exaggerated fear of being swamped by the ‘yellow peril’, shared imperialist fantasies about
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the lesser races and the civilizing mission of the European, and anxiety about the impact on
wages and standard of living of large-scale ‘cheap’ immigration. The anxiety was not
entirely misplaced. Edward Gibbon Wakefield, the businessman who had been active in
settling British colonists, mainly for farming, in South Australia and in New Zealand also
dreamed of bringing in Chinese ‘to became valuable servants, as shepherds and stockkeepers, mechanics….workers in the dairy, sawyers, fishermen, gardeners, cooks, grooms,
footmen, etc.’71. A permanent sub-class, if not quite the indentured laborers that were
conveyed around the world from China (and India) across the empire, from the Malay States,
Fiji to the Caribbean. Politicians articulated these fears; Richard Seddon for instance, the
most prominent politician of his times (earning him the sobriquet ‘King Seddon’) railed
against British plans to import indentured Chinese laborers into the Transvaal.72 It was part of
a struggle between the emerging white settle democracy and the desire of capital to shift
labor wherever in the world it could be profitably exploited. Since New Zealand was not
suitable for plantations the settlers won, but in the meantime the Chinese in Zealand suffered
racism and discrimination.
There was an element of closure to this sorry business with the historic ‘apology’ of then
Prime Minister Helen on the occasion of Chinese New Year in 2002:
I wish to announce today that the government has decided to make a formal apology to those Chinese
people who paid the poll tax and suffered other discrimination imposed by statute and to their
descendants.73

The Prime Minister’s apology, however admirable, was of not the end of the story and racism
and anti-Chinese sentiment continue to bedevil the economic relationship.
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As usual, there are elements of irony and coincidence link past and future. The remaining
vestiges of the hard, and discriminated, life of the China gold miners in 19th Otago are being
preserved and turned into an attraction for tourists, not least those from China.74 Similarly
that historic link provides a rational for establishing a sister-city link between the old mining
town of Alexandra and a Chinese county. 75
Islam provides another link. According to Douglas Pratt:
The ﬁrst Muslim migrants to New Zealand were mostly Chinese. Some 17 ‘Mahometans’, as Muslims
were then known, all male, and of whom 15 were Chinese working the gold ﬁelds in the South Island,
were recorded in the government census of April 1874.76

This more than an historical curiosity in that it alerts us to the fact that China is quite a
substantial Islamic market in its own right. By a rough calculation (multiplying the GDP by
the percentage of the population who are Muslim) in 2006 it was the 14th largest ‘Islamic
economy’ in the world, a long way behind Indonesia but ahead of more obvious countries
such as Iraq.77 No doubt since then it has increased in importance. Halal trade – products
ranging from meat to financial services – targeted at Muslim customers is a growth area of
opportunity for New Zealand.78 This is not merely a matter of China being an important halal
market in its own right, but also as a conduit to the broader Islamic world, especially to
China’s west, along the New Silk Road and more broadly still, via the Maritime Silk Road, to
the Muslim lands from East Africa across the Indian Ocean to Indonesia. In other words, the
Belt and Road strategy. 79 We will return to this more fully in Chapter Seven.
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This brings us to the broader issue of how New Zealand utilizes New Zealanders, both in
themselves and as part of a wider network, as a business resource. This is by no means as
straightforward matter, although New Zealand companies often fall into the trap of thinking
so.80 Similarly, Government has often failed to analyze the dynamics of immigration, often
falling back on simplistic stereotypes and assumptions. For instance the business migration
schemes which are described as ‘designed to contribute to economic growth, attracting
‘smart’ capital and business expertise to New Zealand, and enabling experienced business
people to buy or establish businesses in New Zealand’81 were often based on the assumption
that rich people from fast growing economies, especially in Asia, would inject not merely
capital but a bursting, entrepreneurial spirit. However, as Manying Ip., amongst others, has
pointed out in respect of ethnic Chinese, Many also came in search of a more relaxed lifestyle
and a less competitive education system for their children’.82 Those who were still
economically active rather than stimulating New Zealand with their entrepreneurial energies
often followed ‘...the ’astronaut’ pattern, in which men return to their place of origin to
continue their business, supporting their families from overseas’.83 They tended to find the
business environment both unfamiliar and less promising than that at home. Those that did
stay were often more interested in the golf course than the bourse.84
The early trade between New Zealand and China
Trade between New Zealand and China started off, as we have seen, with great élan and
enthusiasm, but lack of governance, fairly inevitable in the circumstances, meant that the seal
harvest was grossly exploited and soon depleted. Seal harvesting began in New Zealand in
1792 but by the 1830s it was no longer of any importance, being no more than a by-catch of
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the whaling industry.85 Over-exploitation, with little or no regard to ecological consequences,
is a familiar story with alarming contemporary relevance, both on a global scale, and to New
Zealand – at sea with the virtual extinction of Orange Roughy fisheries.86 On land pollution
due to dairy farming is a major issue, and of great relevance to this book since dairy products
are central to the economic relationship with China.
Even though it was quite shorted-lived, the seal trade had an impact beyond its monetary
value in that it gave impetus to the British settlement, and colonization of New Zealand. In
fact it brought little economic benefit to anyone in New Zealand, Māori or Pākehā, since the
sealers operated out of Australia, and the skins went directly back there before being exported
to London, or to China. The Americans, who were not hampered by the monopoly of the
China trade by the East India Company, controlled the exports to China. As far as the
Chinese were concerned, if they wondered about the provenance of the prized sealskins, they
would have considered them American.
Apart from sealskins New Zealand of that period, and indeed up to fairly recent times, had
little to offer China. Before the European transformation, New Zealand land was poor in both
fauna and flora. The seas, of course, were another matter but they were essentially hunting
grounds, open to all but because of technological limitations of no great export potential.
There were some exports of spars and pounamu (greenstone) but the amounts were small.
The early 1840s saw two important geopolitical developments. The Treaty of Waitangi in
1840 established British sovereignty over New Zealand which now became officially apart of
the world-trade system. The defeat of China in the First Opium War led to the first of the
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‘Unequal Treaties, Treaty of Nanking in 1842 which abolished the old Canton system and
ceded Hong Kong to Britain. New Zealand was thus linked to China via the British Empire.87
From a historian’s point of view this provided both framework and documentation:
These treaties not only provided the framework for the growth of trade between New Zealand and
China, but also enabled exports and imports between the two countries to be properly recognized and
recorded as trade between New Zealand and China.88

There was, however, little to record. When the first New Zealand trade returns were
published in 1859 (Table 1) exports to China were tiny; just £4,925, or 0.9% of the total.
Nevertheless, China was New Zealand’s third largest export market. This curious situation
was to continue into the 20th century, and has led Tai to write:
However, China was by no means a negligible trading partner. For most of these years [ 1865 to 1911,
the end point of his study] China was far ahead of all continental European countries combined in
terms of the total value of trade. For some of these years China was New Zealand’s fifth or sixth largest
trading partner. In Asia it was often New Zealand’s leading or second trading partner after India or
Singapore.89

This is misleading. China’s position was a statistical anomaly produced by the extreme focus
of the direction of exports. It will be seen that the UK and Australia between them took
nearly 97% of exports. This meant that a slight change in the value of trade with any of the
other countries could alter the ranking, other than that of the top two. No other market was
significant. This is reiterated by looking at the trade returns for 1882 (Table A2 in the
Statistical Appendix). The inexorable rise of the United States, naturally a major trading
partner, and now no 3, with nearly 6% of trade, is an indication of a slight maturing of New
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Zealand’s foreign trade. Notice also the appearance of Japan. However, after the US, the
share of other countries fall to 2 % or less, and Mauritius becomes the fifth largest trading
partner, reflecting probably the vagaries of how goods in transit were recorded.
Table 1: Direction of NZ exports, 1859
Country

£

%

Total

551,484

100.0%

United Kingdom

317,045

57.5%

Australia

215,640

39.1%

China

4,925

0.9%

Peru

3,451

0.6%

India

4,215

0.8%

Mauritius

2,250

0.4%

499

0.1%

United States of America

13

0.0%

Java

12

0.0%

2758

0.5%

676

0.1%

Guam

Whale fishery
Other

Source: Statistics of New Zealand, 1859; see note to Statistical Appendix in Beal, Tim. "The Colonial Daughters
leaving Home: The NZ response to Asia in a Comparative Perspective." New Zealand Journal of Asian
Studies 1, no. 1 (June 1999): 7-41.

In addition, Australia’s position was somewhat ambiguous, being both a destination in its
own right, and a transit point on the way to the UK and this has fluctuated over the years.
This is illustrated by the direction of exports in 1937, a very significant year with portents of
things to come. In that year Australia slipped to 4th place, with just 3% of exports, behind
Japan, with 5%. Although Britain’s predominance as an export market was still
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overwhelming, and would remain so until after the Second World War, exports to a number
of other countries was now quite substantial. China was not amongst them but Japan was and
there was even a trade treaty signed. Important of course in its own right, Japan can also be
seen here as a dress rehearsal for China. There are the asymmetries – it is much larger, with a
very different culture and business structure. There is great complementarity, even greater
than that with China, who is also a substantial exporter of agricultural produce. And then
there is the impact of geopolitical events. 1937 was the year that Japan invaded China,
starting the Pacific War than ended in1945. That put paid to the promise of the trade treaty
between New Zealand and Japan, and the following Cold War put paid for decades any hope
of substantial trade between New Zealand and China. Ironically, the Asian hot points of the
Cold War, the Korean and Vietnam wars, reinvigorated the Japanese economy and Japan
from the 1950s onwards rapidly again became a major market and, for a period, NZ's largest
market.
Table 2: NZ's major export markets, 1937
£

%

Total

66,207,998

100%

UK

50,617,792

76%

USA

4,840,972

7%

Japan

3,127,733

5%

Australia

1,692,595

3%

Canada

1,674,034

3%

France

1,014,864

2%
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Source: Source: Statistics of New Zealand, 1859; see note to Statistical Appendix in Beal, Tim. "The Colonial
Daughters leaving Home: The NZ response to Asia in a Comparative Perspective." New Zealand Journal
of Asian Studies 1, no. 1 (June 1999): 7-41.

Politics may stimulate or hinder trade but that ultimately depends on the supply of products
and demand for them. 19th and early 20th century New Zealand had little to offer that was of
interest to China and it was not until the latter part of the 20th century that China developed
an economic demand for the products that New Zealand had to offer. However there were
harbingers of things to come, and opportunities to be realized when the situation was more
propitious. This was symbolized by Chew Chong in Taranaki, and his exports of fungus (and
later scrap iron) to his native land. Chong was not the only Chinese who left his mark on 19th
century New Zealand. There was, for instance, Choie Sew Hoy who developed new
techniques that extended the life of the Otago goldfields.90 But Chong had a rather special
impact on his adopted country. Between 1872 and 1904 he exported an estimated 8,339.9
tons of fungus, valued at £309.343. His activities stimulated others, including John Reid
whose company bought fungus from both Maori and European settlers for export, even
appointing an agent in China for direct trade. Tai notes that:
This export trade generated profits for the traders, income for the fungus collectors, and export earnings
for the country. Likewise, the scrap iron export trade was also started by Chew Chong, a testimony to
the effectiveness of Chinese networking in the promotion of New Zealand trade.91

This is still, in the 21st century, unfinished business. The utilization of networks and
knowledge of home markets, and the potential for New Zealand produce, of Chinese (and
other) migrants groups in developing exports is by no means fully realized. Similarly, the role
of trade promotion agencies, government and private, in going beyond the conventional
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identification and expansion of overseas markets for New Zealand’s traditional products, into
ascertaining what New Zealand could produce for foreign markets is still undeveloped. This
is, in essence, moving from a selling approach to a marketing one.
Fungus was only part of Chew Chong’s activities. Because the fungus industry was gendered,
with women and children collecting the fungus (usually known as mu’er, or wood ear in
Chinese) while the men worked in the dairy industry, he was drawn into that as well and
became a pioneer of the New Zealand butter industry, and its refrigerated export to foreign
markets, mainly England.92

If 19th century New Zealand struggled to find products to export, imports were a rather
different matter. As Table 3 shows the balance of trade was strongly negative for the period
1881-1991, except for the years 1901-4 where a consignment of oats to the Mainland in 1901
and coal to Hong Kong, shifted the balance temporarily.93
The issue of Hong Kong has constantly bedeviled the statistics of trade with China.
Sometimes when the word ‘China’ is used it includes trade with Hong Kong, sometimes it
does not. In the sense that Hong Kong was, and still is, an entrepȏt – a conduit for trade with
the Mainland – then combining the two is the correct course. But Hong Kong is also a
consumer of the goods traded through it and especially in the period after 1949, an important
manufacturing economy in its own right. On occasions it is possible to disentangle the trade
but this takes a lot of work which is often not justified in the context of the research. An
exception perhaps is during the period of the American embargo when goods to and from the
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Mainland were labeled ‘Hong Kong.’94 Post-colonial Hong Kong the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region(SAR) is still a separate customs area so this is a continuing issue but
as it declines in importance relative to the economy of the PRC as a whole it become less
important.
Table 3: New Zealand - China Trade 1881-1911
Year
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

Imports
£
149,228
173,371
138,959
128,499
153,609
170,044
186,870
183,049
111,621
59,421
40,718
51,866
37,039
26,422
38,664
39,427
43,390
32,916
22,879
22,448
33,569
31,170
24,573
21,176
19,096
20,263
18,525
24,399
24,359
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Exports
£
11,098
18,835
16,885
13,762
13,940
9,217
19,067
15,423
19,907
16,837
7,972
4,109
4,796
3,838
4,680
8,268
6,773
10,899
10,973
13,577
45,199
66,396
57,907
36,104
13,689
12,099
11,963
7,094
11,397

Balance
£
-138,130
-154,536
-122,074
-114,737
-139,669
-160,827
-167,803
-167,626
-91,714
-42,584
-32,746
-47,757
-32,243
-22,584
-33,984
-31,159
-36,617
-22,017
-11,906
-8,871
11,630
35,226
33,334
14,928
-5,407
-8,164
-6,562
-17,305
-12,962

X/I%
%
7.4
10.9
12.2
10.7
9.1
5.4
10.2
8.4
17.8
28.3
19.6
7.9
12.9
14.5
12.1
21.0
15.6
33.1
48.0
60.5
134.6
213.0
235.7
170.5
71.7
59.7
64.6
29.1
46.8

Total
£
160,326
192,206
155,844
142,261
167,549
179,261
205,937
198,472
131,528
76,258
48,690
55,975
41,835
30,260
43,344
47,695
50,163
43,815
33,852
36,025
78,768
97,566
82,480
57,280
32,785
32,362
30,488
31,493
35,756

%NZ
%
1.1
1.2
1
0.9
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.4
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.1
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1910 30,332
1911 35,280

19,627
8,139

-10,705
-27,141

64.7 49,959
23.1 43,419

0.1
0.1

Source: Derived from Table II in Tai , Yuen William "The origins of China's awareness of New Zealand, 16741911." New Zealand Asia Institute, University of Auckland, 2005

Notes: Balance= Exports-Imports; X/I% = Exports as a % of Imports; Total = Exports + Imports ; %NZ = trade
with China as a % of total NZ trade

Tai ascribes the preponderance of imports over exports as ‘primarily due to the substantial
demand of the Chinese population [in New Zealand] and the importance of Chinese tea...’ but
he gives no evidence for this breakdown. Given the small size of the ethnic Chinese
community in 19th century New Zealand (4,995 in 1881 out of a total population of 487,889)
and their low purchasing power it seems unlikely that they were a major market. Certainly
there was a widespread demand amongst New Zealanders at large for Chinese tea. White
Ghosts, Yellow Peril: China and New Zealand 1790-1950 by Stevan Eldred-Grigg is replete
with illustrations of advertisements for tea and he claims that in the 19th century the colonists
drank twice as much tea per capita as the British.95 Tea might have been the major Chinese
import, but it was not the only one:
Cantonese shops were trading in every big town by the late 1870s: their leading stock was tea,
porcelain and silks. Other luxury goods were also loaded onto ships bound for the colony. Canterbury
gentlefolk bought silken screens, ivory carvings, porcelain bowls, carved ivory card cases and caved
stone figures acquired from China.96

By 1850, to the delight of the temperance movement which advocated it as a drink which
"refreshes but does not intoxicate”, tea had ‘the beverage of choice in all classes of society.’97
But whilst tea became firmly a staple of the New Zealand diet that, in time, did not mean
Chinese tea. Tea had originated in China but was not to remain solely there. When we think
of Britain of the industrial revolution it is probably ‘dark, Satanic mills’ that come to mind.
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However, Kew Gardens might really be more appropriate. The migration of flora and fauna
obviously has happened through history but accelerated greatly with the European expansion.
Potatoes, maize, and tomatoes from the New World to the Old, and horses, sheep, and cattle
in the other direction. Europeans also picked up tastes for foreign products which were not
suitable for transplanting in Europe – tobacco from North America, coffee from Abyssinia,
cocoa from South America, and tea from China. From the 18th century onwards the
identification of exotic flora became more methodical, with the British perhaps in the lead. It
is significant that James Cook was accompanied on his epic navigational explorations of the
Pacific, during which he mapped New Zealand, by the botanist Joseph Banks.98 If valuable
plants could not be made to grow in Britain then no doubt there were other places in the
empire in which they would. Hence the transfer of rubber from South America to the Malaya
States, and tea from China to British India (Assam and Ceylon/Sri Lanka). This was to have a
severe effect on New Zealand imports from China:
Around 1850, the British East India Company had engaged a Scottish botanist by the name of Robert
Fortune to commit one of the biggest corporate thefts in history. His mission was to steal tea plants and
seeds from China to be planted in company-controlled territory in the Indian Himalayas. The coup was
designed to free Britain from dependency on China as a monopolistic trading partner. By 1900, the
success of Fortune's mission led to substantially lower tea prices by supplementing and eventually
replacing the expensive Chinese black tea with cheaper tea produced in India. This increased tea
consumption throughout the entire British Empire. By 1906, less than one per cent of tea imported into
New Zealand was of Chinese origin, and from then on, nearly all tea came from the British colonies in
India and Sri Lanka (then known as Ceylon).99

This is reflected in the statistics of New Zealand’s imports from China which declined rapidly
in the 1890s (Table 3). However, trade statistics can be very misleading. Just as New Zealand
sealskins landed in China in 1792 were labelled as American, so too was much tea from
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China mis-recorded. In 1868, for instance, 73% of tea imports were accredited to Australia,
26% to the UK, and only 0.7% to China even though, at the time, most of it must have
originated in China.100
Vagaries of trade statistics aside, the collapse of the Chinese tea trade with New Zealand in
the 1980s is evident and it was part of a world-wide trend. Peasant tea production in China
could not compete with capitalist plantations in British India either in price or quality.
Without imports of tea, and with little to export New Zealand trade with China languished.
Linkages between the two were also diminished by other factors. In the mid-19th century,
with New Zealand imports exceeding exports fourfold, many ships on the return voyage to
Britain would sail in ballast to interim places such as India and China, there picking up
further cargo. This may have provided opportunity for small cargoes of New Zealand
produce, such as fungus, to be exported to China. In the 1880s refrigeration began to
transform the New Zealand sheep industry with refrigerated ships taking cargoes of frozen
sheep meat to London with no cause to stop en route in China, or elsewhere.101 New Zealand
economy and trade became much more locked into the British market and there was little
incentive to look elsewhere for exports. This was a reinforcing process because as New
Zealand exports became more focused on three staples – wool, meat, and dairy produce –
then there was little inducement to look to markets that were not receptive because that would
have necessitated developing new export products.102
We have limited statistics from the Chinese side to track this decline in trade. Table A2 in the
Statistical Appendix draws on Hsiao Liang-lin’s 1974 study China's Foreign Trade Statistics,
1864-1949.103 This gives data for China’s imports and exports to the world, and to ‘Australia’
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over this period. For reasons which are not given New Zealand is included with Australia
1883-1930. We have no way of telling what share of ‘Australian’ trade during this period was
with New Zealand but given the similarities in trade profiles at that period it is likely that it
was roughly proportional to population. Both sides of the Tasman, for instance, had a thirst
for tea. The New Zealand Official Yearbook 1899 considers New Zealand as one of the
‘Australasian colonies’ and in one of its table gives annual tea consumption per capita for
each colony ranging from 9 5 lbs in Western Australia down to 6.4 lbs in Tasmania and New
Zealand. Another table gives the population of New Zealand as 743,463 (‘exclusive of 39,854
Maoris’)104, putting it being New South Wales and Victoria but larger than any of the other
‘Australasian colonies’, with 17% of the total population.
Fig 0.3
3: Rough estimate of New Zealand’s share of China’s trade, 1883-1930
Rough estimate of NZ's share of China's trade, 1883-1930

0.3

% share of China's foreign trade

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

1882/84 1885/87 1888/90 1891/93 1894/96 1897/99 1900/02 1903/05 1906/08 1909/11 1912/14 1915/17 1918/20 1921/23 1924/26 1927/29

Source: Derived from Table A3, with population date from The New Zealand Official Year-Book
1899. Wellington1899.
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Tai notes that by the early 20th century (he finishes his account in 1911 with the fall of the
Qing dynasty) trade between China and New Zealand was ‘reduced to a trickle’:
New Zealand was basking in the halcyon days of its colonial economy, securely anchored to the
mother country for the export of meat and dairy products. Having overthrown an imperial dynasty and
ushered in a period of warlords and internal strife, an enfeebled China did not attract a respectful glance
from New Zealand. No serious attempts were made on the part of New Zealand to develop trade with
China. New Zealand-China trade remained in the doldrums for four more decades, until a new chapter
was opened with the founding of the People’s Republic of China.105
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